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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Very well written paper. few minor edits, but otherwise, excellent topic. Page 7 last

paragraph: "The enhanced area around the tumor may obscured by the artifacts created

from the dense accumulation of the ethiodized oil in TACE", please add "be" next to may

"be" obscured. Page 11: "We think 3D CEUS is an increasingly technique". Increasingly

what?
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The authors have presented significant insights and data that support the role of

contrast-enhanced ultrasonography in HCC treatment. Below are some comments that

the authors are required to revise in order to improve the quality of the review: 1.

Abstract: there should be no reference and in-text citation; kindly remove. Also,

punctuations should be revised. 2. a. Introduction part should be named background.

b. "Unfortunately, HCC, still today, is a pathology with a great mortality and morbidity,

even with great efforts in term of primary prevention, surveillance and multidisciplinary

approach" paragraph needs to be rephrased and cited. c. "RFA induces thermal

injury to tumoral tissue by creating resistive ionic heating (50 - 100°)", the authors need

to specify the type of tempeature measuring scale. 3. Authors did not specify the

figures (2 and 3) locations in-text. 4. number of references need to be updated, if

possible. 5. As it is a review, it should include even a brief background about HCC as a

disease and pathophysiology. Also, should state LRT in the era of any other therapy

such as targeted and immunothrapy and how it could help.
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